THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS FORMLESS BLISS......I HAVE NEVER BEEN
BODILESS.
My life that most of you are familiar with is your life. When you read it,
this is your life. It's the process of Waking up and coming Home. You're
here for the same reason I was here--to not to forget, to not forget to
embody God. To remember to let God be present in you, not along with
you, but as you, and to come to a point where you desire not to have any
other presence of mind right where you are than God's Presence of Mind
that is the only thing You Really Are. And to consciously neglect to
continue to give expression to what you think you are and what you think
everything else is, and how pleasant it makes things for you if you don't
buck the system by seeing things a different way from the way everyone
else is dreaming their life in the Kingdom of Heaven. You're here to
remember What You Are and to step up to the plate and let the God of
you, let the God-ness of you be what finds expression in your words, in
your thoughts, and in your actions.
You're never ever going to get away from Visibility and Tangibility. In
other words, what has been called form. What you are going to get away
from is the way you've been defining form as matter, instead of Spirit
which is purely and utterly Divine and of God. If you were able to manage
to get beyond form, you would have managed to get beyond Creation.
And I'll tell you that is a void, that is an emptiness, if there ever could be
such a thing. Creation, with a capital "C", the Movement of God, is
absolutely experienceable--experienceable in an infinitude of ever new
form and expression.
Oh, yeah, I guess you could say that the Ascension proved that there was
no form because then I moved beyond form into the formless--some sort
of blissful experience that everyone imagines. But I'm going to tell you
something. The reason everyone imagines that beyond the human
condition and beyond even the state of Resurrection there is some sort of
formless bliss, the only reason you think that, is because if it's true and
you can get there, it will mean that you won't have to step up to the plate
and embody the Presence of God, instead of the presence of your
definition of yourself. It's a cop-out.
I have never been bodiless. I have never, in other words, been
unidentified or unidentifiable. And none of you will be either. The

moment any of you becomes unidentifiable, God will have become
unidentified. And that would mean that God would have to become less
than God, and that is an impossibility.
Everyone had better simply accept the fact that there isn't a formless
bliss, and that right now with all of the forms you're experiencing, you're
in the middle of the Kingdom of Heaven. And every single thing you're
experiencing is Divine. And the Substance of everything you're sitting on,
or feeling, or moving, is Spirit moving at the behest of Mind. They are
Ideas moving at the direction of the Mind that formed them.
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